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In the 20th century, the global strategy for the conservation of species was based on the idea of creating free populations of wild animals.
In the 21st century, because the world's population is constantly growing, and natural areas are shrinking, all conservation shrinking, all conservation projects, sooner or later, face the lack of natural territories, suitable for creating and supporting free populations of wild animals.
Therefore, establishment, management and monitoring of limited populations in semi-reserves becomes more and more important.



3 This wild horse was first mentioned in one of the Tibetan monastic records in 900 A.D.The second written evidence dates back to 1226: Secret History of the Mongols Manuscript describes a meeting of Genghis Khan with a herd of wild horses.In 1630, a Mongolian nobleman gave a wild horse to the Emperor of Manchuria as a gift.One century later,  during the hunt organized for another Emperor of Manchuria, 200 or 300 wild horses were killed in one day.

The first European to learn about wild horses was John Bell, a physician from Scotland who, on Peter the Great’s orders, traveled from St. Petersburg to Beijing in 1719-1722. Сarl Linnaeus included them in his Systema Naturae.



4 Przewalski Horse was discovered by Nikolai Mikhailovich Przewalski(1839-1888)After returning to Russia, he passed thisinformation to the Academy of SciencesZoological Museum in St. Petersburg. IvanPolyakov described a new kind of horse,previously unknown to science, and named itafter Przewalsky (Equus Przewalskii Polj.,

During his second expedition to Central Asia (Jungaria) in 1878, Nikolai Przewalskiwas presented with the skull and skin of this unusual horse.

after Przewalsky (Equus Przewalskii Polj.,1881)



5Przewalski Horse (Equusprzewalskii Polj., 1881) disappeared from the wild 
in the 1960-s.

Friedrich Falz-Fein(1863–1920) 

Fortunately, fifty years before that, at the initiative of Friedrich Falz-Fein, founder of Askania-Nova Zoo (Kherson region), a few wild horses were brought to Europe from Mongolia. Since then the horse could be successfully viewed and found in many zoos throughout the world.
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Catching foals in Mongolia at the turn of the 20th turn of the 20th century
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From 1899-1903, 52 purebred PrzewalskiPrzewalskihorses were imported to Europe.

The first captive-born foal. 
Askania-Nova, 1905.



9 After the World War II, only 3 stallions and 6 mares, able to reproduce, were left in some zoos.

Stallion 146 Robert = Orlik, 1943.

First breeding program  started only after German zoologist Èrnoj Morpublished his General Studbook for PrzewalskiHorse in 1959.

In 1957, the last Przewalskihorse, caught in the wild, was brought to Europe. 

Mare 231 Orlitsa III .Born in 1947.

Stallion 146 Robert = Orlik, 1943. Horse in 1959.



10 Identification and Breeding

Exterior defects

Stallion 2963 Bayan has a perfect exterior
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BACK TO THE WILD



12 Since 1987, 
11 Przewalski Horse breeding and release centers have been created 

Four – in Europe (France, Hungary, Ukraine)

Reintroduction of the Wild Horse

Hungary, Ukraine)
Two – in Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan)
Five – in Eastern Asia (two in China and three in Mongolia)
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Khustain-Nuru National Park

Northern Mongolia, 100 km southwest of Ulan Bator(50,600 hectares)

Przewalski horses were imported in 1992-2000 (5 shipments, 84 horses).
54% of them lived for at least 5 years after they had been brought in.



14At the beginning of 2014, 297 Przewalski horses inhabited Nuru Khustain,and had 29 family (harem) groups and several bachelor groups. In 2013, 64foals were born, and by the end of the year their survival rate had reached61%.
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Takhin-Tal

In 1992-2015, 94 horses were brought from European zoos and semi-reserves, and 3 horses were brought from Khomin-Tal, Mongolia (11 shipments).



16 Winter of 2009-2010: almost 65% of livestock died (only 49 out of 138 survived)
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Khomin-Tal

Har Us National Park, Western Mongolia. 
14000 hectares, fenced.

In 2004-2005, 22 horses 
brought in. In 2014, there 
were 53 horses.



18In 2014, Mongolia had 387 Przewalski horses in three of itsreintroduction centers (Khustain-Nuuru, Takhin-Tal, Khomin-Tal)



19 Constant threat of crossbreeding with domestic horses.
No natural exchange between the 

Challenges of Reintroduction 
Projects in Mongolia

between the three populations.
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China

The first release of Przewalskihorse in Kalameli Nature Reserve (17 330 sq. km) in 2001, and in Danhang HihuNational Park in 2010 (6600 sq. km).

All horses receive supplemental 

In 1985-2005, 24 horses were imported from abroad to Dzhimsaraisk Breeding Center.

All horses receive supplemental feeding, and are kept in enclosures during winter 

In 2013, China had 127 horses (13 family and 3 bachelor groups)



2114 horses were brought from Germany in 2003 and 2008. 10 of them survived and lived in 2015.

Altyn-Emel National ParkKazakhstan

Bukhara Dzheiran KennelUzbekistan Fenced area 5,000 hectares. First Przewalski horses brought in 1987 from the Moscow Zoo, then several more. In 2015 had 22 horses.
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Hortobad National Park Hungary

Pentezug, North-Eastern Hungary. Fenced area 2400 hectares. 21 horses (5 shipments) brought in from 1997-2001. In 2014, had 254 horses.



23Fenced area 400 hectares. 11 horses brought in 
1993. In 2015, had 24 horses.

Le VillarsFrance 
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Chernobyl Nuclear Plant Exclusion  Zone 

Ukraine
31 horses (5 shipments) brought in 1998 –1999 into Askania-Nova Reserve. Produced 
17 offspring, second generation – in 2004. Currently has about 100 horses.



25Fenced area 2400 hectares.
First horses introduced in 1899.
In 2015 had 70 horses. 

Askania-Nova Biosphere Reserve Ukraine
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Lessons learned from of all of 11 projects in the world:

Despite the fact that animals may be living in animals may be living in an absolutely natural habitat, some limited management is required. 

We should always monitor and ensure that the genetic diversity is maintained in these closedpopulations, and pay attention to:- non-invasive identification methods- management methods- bioethics issues



27 In this context, introduction, management and study of populations of rare and endangered species in semi-reserves becomes increasingly important.
Using the program of re-Using the program of re-introduction of Przewalski Horse in Orenburg Zapovednik (Russia) as a case study, we propose to address the development, study and limited management  of semi-wild population of Przewalski horse in a fenced natural area.



28 In 2015, Russia launched a landmark project to re-introduce 
Przewalski horse in Orenburg.

Plans to establish the natural population of Przewalski horse in Russia were discussed since mid 1980-s. Various scenarios and sites were proposed: Dauria Forest, Olkhon Island on Lake Baikal, and Dagestan.
In 2015, a new area was added to Orenburg Zapovednik so the work of creating natural settings for wild horses could begin.
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Orenburg Zapovednik, Russia 

Pre-Urals Steppe
New area added to zapovednik
 16.5 thousand hectares
 Goal: create semi-wild 

Przewalski horse population 



30 Program of Establishing a Semi-Wild Population of  
Przewalski Horse in Orenburg Zapovednik

First phase (20-30 years): establish a sustainable population of self-reproducing Przewalski horses as a pool of purebred animals listed in the Book of Endangered Species.
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Infrastructure

Enclosures for separating, catching, and holding

Adaptation Enclosures
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Machinery and Equipment ShopSeparation Pen

Infrastructure

Energy System Fence
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Corral «SARMAT»
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Przewalski Horse 
Association  
(Association 
pour le Cheval 
de Przewalski ) 
in France

Preparing for the First Delivery
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Quarantine. Blood samples taken for veterinary studies in France.
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Capture of Animals in France.  Flight Montpellier (Lozère) – Orenburg.
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Quarantine in Orenburg Zapovednik:October 18 - November 24, 2015.
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Release after Quarantine for Acclimatization 
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Harsh Winter of 2015-2016
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In 2015, Orenburg Zapovednik started to monitor status of the  horses and the impact horses and the impact they made on steppes biota in the reserve
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In 2016, we are planning to have  the second delivery of In 2016, we are planning to have  the second delivery of Przewalski horse to Orenburg Reserve Reintroduction Center 
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Free-living  populations.

No management.
Semi-free populations.
Under management in semi-reserves.

There is not enough open space to save the major species globally. Their populations exist under human management or under the threat of extermination and mixing with domestic animals, which means the loss of the species.domestic animals, which means the loss of the species.
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THANK YOU!


